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Songs about Words for Baritone and Mixed Chamber Ensemble 
  
 Songs about Words is a song cycle for baritone and chamber ensemble. Its text is written 
by the composer, but derived from the poetry of Pablo Neruda. The instrumentation consists of 
tenor saxophone, accordion, harp, piano, and percussion (a double bassist is optional for the third 
song.)1 There are five pieces in the song cycle: “The Time,” “The Cat,” “The World,” “The 
Artichoke,” and “The Words.” None of Neruda’s text is used in this song cycle; instead, I wrote 
the poetry to form a larger story in the first, third and fifth songs. On one level, each song poses a 
word that the singer/actor explores. On another, he also experiences questions of identity, 
particularly about how one uses words (or lack thereof) to assert what it means to be oneself. The 
theme of self-identity and its deconstruction informs the musical techniques, orchestration, 
formal structure, and theatrics of the work. Overall, the music evokes uncertainty and 




 The beginning of Songs about Words establishes the lack of a clear identity for the speaker. 
Specifically, with the baritone singing offstage, the audience faces uncertainty as to when the 
piece begins. In addition, the onstage musicians perform without a sense of metrical 
organization. Overall, the first song, “Time,” finds the baritone posing an incomplete request to 
an unknown subject (“Don’t go too far, because…”). Much of the recurring musical material first 
 
1 Not originally included in the score, a bassist plays chord changes to “There Will Never Be Another You” in “The 
World.” After the December 8, 2019 performance, an amendment to include a bassist was added to the score on 
page 16.  
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occurs in “The Time,” although it is more important that the audience feels instability in the 
music, just as the baritone experiences instability in his lack of ability to “find the words.” 
 The second and fourth songs (“Cat” and “Artichoke”) are the most formally structured and 
stand-alone pieces, which act as interludes between the major arc of the other three songs. 
Within these interluding songs, I operate under the convention in which composers distinguish 
characters in art-songs. An example of character portrayal in Schubert’s “Erlkönig” uses the 
singer’s vocal range to delineate the narrator from the father, child and Erlkönig. “The Cat” acts 
to thwart that convention, breaking the distinction between the narrator/human and their pet. 
“The Artichoke” reels back on this convention by clearly distinguishing the narrator from the 
anthropomorphized artichokes. I consider these songs the stable points of the cycle, because they 
portray their subjects rather comedically. The audience may gauge that the speaker in the first 
song is both musically and emotionally removed from the portrayals of the cat and the artichoke. 
Overall, these songs further the theme of identity in how the speaker portrays his subjects. 
Narratively speaking, the listener may understand these songs as the speaker’s stream-of-
consciousness thoughts that take place within the larger story. 
  The remaining three songs (“Time”, “World” and “Words”) act out the central tension of 
the speaker’s self-identity. Throughout “The World,” the once directionless music from “The 
Time” develops to become more directed, as the audience begins to learn about the character’s 
story. During the musical climax of the work, the speaker interacts directly with the musicians, 
directly confronting them and motioning them to stop playing. By this point, the baritone 
becomes not only a performer within a “performance” framework, but also an actor, through 
which the audience gradually accept his inner thoughts and feelings as if they were his own. 
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“The Words” concludes the narrative and the piece, ending with an incomplete sentence to 




 In the initial drafts of the song cycle, I used the poetry of Pablo Neruda as my source of 
text.2 In composing these drafts, I was dissatisfied with the poetry’s structure and wordiness and 
instead decided to maintain Neruda’s musings on everyday subjects in my own words. 
Eventually, the text evolved from rough paraphrasings of Neruda’s poems to my own text which 
preserves the subjects of each poem, while incorporating my own structure and prose. The final 
text retains some of Neruda’s structure and specific words, although I both changed the order of 
his stanzas and inserted my own stanzas. This allowed me to avoid copyright issues, as well as 
manipulate the text to fit each song’s formal structure as I desired.  
 Mode of address plays an important role in distinguishing the central narrative. The stanza 
of “The Time” establishes a narrative from the speaker’s point of view, directly addressing his 
subject as if they were in the audience. Text from “The Cat” follows an approximate dialogue 
between a cat and a human, but also removes the speaker since he addresses the cat in an indirect 
mode of address. Particularly in the first stanza, my intention was to have the audience question 
who is making the animalistic noises in the first few measures: the character from “The Time,” 
or a cat. In addition, the cat is given a line of “human” text (“Give those yummy fishy treats to 
me-ow”) to further blur the boundary between the two characters. This narrative ambiguity 
works to establish the singer as both a narrator and his own participant. Although this song 
 
2 The English translated poems by Pablo Neruda consist of the following (in order of the song cycle): “Don’t Go Far 
Off,” “Ode to the Cat,” “The Fear,” “Ode to the Artichoke,” and “So that you will hear me.” 
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carries little narrative weight to the “plot” of the song cycle, the theme of self-identity is 
nonetheless evident, which thematically carries over to the next song. 
 “The World” refers to the 21st Major Arcana Tarot card, which represents completion and 
fulfillment. The four corners around the card consist of zodiacal figures (lion, eagle, ox and 
cherub); I reflect this by dividing the text into four subsections (“I. The Li,” “II. The E,” “III. 
The Bull” and “IV. The Stars.”) Narratively, the character undergoes the reverse of the World 
card, experiencing a lack of closure until the final lines of the poem (“I am afraid of the 
World…you were always a good teacher”). 3 More importantly, the text returns to its direct 
address of the subject in question. “The Artichoke” acts as a denouement in the character’s story, 
again addressing the subject (artichoke) in an indirect mode. 
 The larger arc of “Time,” “World,” and “Words” collectively suggests that the character is 
referring to an ex-lover, to whom he refers as “Stella” in the third song. Specifically, my 
intention with the text was to communicate the loss of self during, as well as healing required 
after, a relationship. The character’s way of addressing each song’s subjects acts as a way to de-







3 Some versions of the World card interpret the four figures in each corner as astrological signs; the lion is Leo, the 
bull is Taurus, the cherub is Aquarius, and the eagle is Scorpio. The fourfold structure represent manifestations of 
the physical world, while centering the central figure of the World as the spiritual center. This contributes to the 
upright (i.e. right-side up) meaning of the card, which signifies fulfillment, completion and belonging. The reversed 
meaning (up-side down) represents the inverse of the World. One is at the end of a journey, but there is a sense of 




 The purpose of the broad range of instruments in Songs about Words is to accentuate a 
variety of timbres in the music. My first instinct was to borrow music from multiple genres to 
reflect the lack of a singular identity in both the character and the music. In order to 
accommodate the polystylistic elements in the piece, I found it very important that every 
instrumental timbre that could evoke its own genre of music. Thus, a polka element may be 
assigned to the accordion (“The Cat”; m. 60), or a jazz melody to the tenor saxophone. My 
intention for this is to form an association with a motif and a specific timbre. In come cases, I 
have used a combination of instruments to evoke a genre. For example, a subsection of the 
ensemble partakes in a jazz section in “The World,” consisting of singer-pianist, drumset, double 
bass, and tenor saxophone.  
 Another important orchestrational characteristic includes the use of low-register note 
clusters or ensemble tuttis. The combination of polyphonic instruments such as accordion, piano, 
and various percussion allowed for denser note clusters than permitted by an ensemble of 
monophonic instruments.4 In addition, the variety in instrumental timbre lends well to ensemble 
tuttis that consist of superimposed musical motifs. This orchestrational technique allowed me to 
further develop any motifs within a tutti, or to disrupt any tonal themes with a chaotic sound. In 
the context of the piece, I would use this technique to reflect the points when the character’s 
identity is in the process of dissociation.  
 
 
4 As of the December 8th performance, the percussion instrumentation was changed to include glockenspiel, due to 
the lack of available chimes, crotales and timbales originally called for in the score (these instruments are no longer 




 Songs about Words contains musical themes that occur in the larger narrative arc of 
“Time,” “World” and “Words,” although each song makes use of its own specific collection of 
motifs. More important, however, are the developmental techniques used to strengthen the 
musical impact of each theme. In particular, the use of polytonality, musical quotation and 
unmetered organization contribute to the theme of self-identity in the text, as well as the feeling 
of chaos and uncertainty in the music.  
 
Tonality 
 The main themes in “Time,” “World” and “Words” suggest a key-center of E major or its 
relative minor of C (See Figures 1a-c). Overall, the song cycle consists of atonal pitches or 
note clusters that contrast with the tonal motifs. Thus, one main developmental technique 
consists of the suggestion of key centers to highlight this contrast. Specifically, I sometimes 
suggest a key in some instruments while other instruments played notes not within the key or 
played clusters. This contrast technique is also used on a smaller scale with the Eb major motif of 
“Cat” and the Bb major theme of “Artichoke” (See Figures 3 and 4).  
 An example of this contrast technique appears in the first song (See Figure 2). The “Time” 
theme first appears at  B  and was one of the first motifs that I wrote in early drafts of the work. 
Always assigned to the piano, the theme itself implies an E major tonality. This theme was 
intentionally made ambiguous by using mostly intervallic skips larger than a third; in addition, 
the pitch Cacts as a “pentatonic” leading tone. First appearing at  B , the “Time” theme acts 
to cut the tension of the previous measure, which consists of stacked perfect fourths in the 
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accordion and a white note cluster in the left hand piano. The accordion then reiterates the theme 
partially at  C  over an A drone.   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
 








Figure 1c. “World” Theme 
 




Figure 2. Reduction of “The Time” at  B  and  C . (Note: Right hand piano is playing all pitches randomly.) 
 
 The “World” theme (Figure 1c) appears in the vibraphone at the measure before  D , and 
its main function is to continue the E major tonality established by the piano. This theme occurs 
again in m. 36 of “The World,” as well as in m. 40 in the baritone. Lastly, the percussionist plays 
the “Words” theme on chimes (Figure 1b), occurring in the measure before  H . The E major 
tonality in these three themes acts as a compositional glue for other developmental techniques 
and also strengthens the sense of closure in the final song, which is itself in E major.  
 The motif of “The Cat” appears most clearly in the piano (Figure 3b). Based on this motif, 
the listener may infer that G is the tonic of the song; however, the quick succession of the E 
major theme in m. 7 acts to throw off the listener’s sense of tonicity (“human” theme; see Figure 
3a). The cat’s theme appears throughout the song; for example, m. 28 consists of unaligned 







Figure 3a. “Human” Theme from “The Cat” 
 
 
Figure 3b. “Cat” motif 
 
Quotation/Polystylism 
 Another main feature of the song cycle is the use of quotations from well-known songs and 
the incorporation of different genres. Overall, this feature results in a patchwork aesthetic, in 
which the borrowing of other genres’ contributes to contrasting textures in the song cycle. The 
theme of the “The Artichoke” itself is the melody of the “Marines’ Hymn” (Figure 4). In the 
context of the song, the quotation appears in m. 29, played by the baritone and saxophone, 
contrasting strongly with the atonal pitches preceding the theme.  
 
 
Figure 4. Artichoke Theme 
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 Quotations of the popular song, “There Will Never Be Another You” (TWNBAY) are used 
more integrally in “The World.”5 An abbreviated motif (Figure 5a) from the original song 
develops as “The World” progresses, first making a subtle appearance in m. 7. This major 7th 
interval appears again in m. 17, played by the accordion as a chord, with the motif transposed up 
a half step. The TWNBAY quotation appears fully starting at m. 39, again transposed by another 
half step to F major. The song then appears in its full incarnation at m.71, with all performers 
playing the quotation, with only fragments of the melody in the saxophone. “The World” ends 
with the piano playing the entire quotation. 
 
 
Figure 5a. “There Will Never Be Another You” motif 
 
 
Figure 5b. Melody from “There Will Never Be Another You” in the key of E major. The major 7th motif 
derives from this melody. 
 
5 The 1942 song, “There Will Never Be Another You,” was originally written by Harry Warren, with lyrics by Mack 




Figure 5c. Piano figure in m.17 of “The World.” The right hand uses the TWNBAY motif, raised by a ½ step. 
  
 The piece also alludes to multiple styles that evoke particular genres, as opposed to specific 
quotations. The effect results in a collage, which narratively reflects the moments of dissociation 
in the speaker’s identity. For example, the accordion plays a polka figure in “The Cat,” which is 
juxtaposed to the A harmonic minor from the ensemble in m. 61 (see Figure 6). In addition, the 
figure was written in a triple meter over the actual 5/4 meter to further emulate a polka.  
 
 
Figure 6. E major polka in “The Cat.” This contrasts the A harmonic minor tonality in the ensemble. 
 
 In the previous example, the borrowing of a genre is used for comedic effect. More often, 
however, the purpose of polystylism is to build on the speaker’s narrative. The most prominent 
example occurs in “The World” at m. 71, at which a subset of the ensemble (baritone, piano, 
drums and bass) forms a jazz combo. As the point of stability, the jazz combo performs “There 
Will Never Be Another You,” which contrasts with the increasingly atonal material in the rest of 
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the ensemble. By m. 110, the entire ensemble devolves into chaos at the climax of the song, 
which coincides with the violent outbursts of the speaker.  
 
Meter vs. Non-meter (Use of Time) 
 Meter (or lack thereof) plays an important role in defining each song individually. 
Specifically, most non-metrical material takes place in the form of cells, during which the 
conductor cues the ensemble after a duration of seconds, or within the length of a phrase played 
by a soloist (See Figure 7a,b). All cellular material is bracketed, and oftentimes musicians are 
expected to perform their cells at a tempo independent from that of the piece. The use of non-
metric organization reinforces the polystylism in a piece, so an ensemble tutti may consist of 
previous material while contributing to the chaotic aesthetic in an organized matter (i.e. 
controlled by the conductor). 
 In addition, I also employ non-metric organization over metered events in the piece, or vice 
versa. The most notable example consists of a metered section conflicting with another metered 
cell. In m. 96 of “The World,” the pianist, accordionist, and saxophonist perform cells with their 
own independent tempo in mind; meanwhile, the “jazz ensemble” (bass, drums, and singer) 
maintains the main tempo of TWNBAY (Figure 7d). Figure 7c consists of an ensemble tutti 
coordinated to repeat a 2/4 measure an indeterminate number of times, while the baritone speaks 








Figure 7b. Non-metric event from “The Cat” (m. 28), whose duration is determined by the tenor saxophone. 
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Figure 7c. Non-metric event from “The World” (m. 62). The ensemble accelerates their part, while the 










Figure 7d. Non-metric event from “The World” (m. 94-100). Players perform cells at their own tempi. 
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Form and Movements              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
 Pitch content and polystylism contribute to the formal structure of the overall piece, in 
which all songs follow a linear and symmetrical structure. The three songs “Time,” “World,” and 
Words” contribute to the large-scale form of the piece due to their common recurring motifs. 
“Time” serves as an introduction to the main themes and E major tonality, while “World” 
develops those themes with the TWNBAY theme acting as a foil, and “Words” acts as the 
conclusion to the arc, with its E major tonality as the final closure of the piece. “Cat” and 
“Artichoke” occur between these three songs, acting as almost interludes to the larger structure. 
Both interluding songs consist of an ABAB’ form, in which B’ expands into different material 
that progresses the song to its end.  
 
1. The Time 
 As an introductory song, “The Time” follows a through-composed form, with the baritone 
and ensemble alternating. Because of the sparsity in the music, the form by starting with a simple 
musical/lyrical phrase that expands throughout the piece. Throughout the song until  D , the 
baritone repeats the line “Don’t go too far,” starting at the pitch A. The pitch material expands to 
a B augmented major 7th arpeggio, with the starting pitch A expanding into B-D-F-A. 
This pitch material provides the main pitches for the baritone, but also acts as a bridge to the 
ensemble. For example, in the transition to  A  (score page 1), the baritone’s B and D become 
part of a cluster chord in the accordion and piano. This bridging of pitches happens again at  B , 
which also acts to introduce the first motive of the work (Figure 1a).  
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 The rest of the song consists of an interplay between the E major tonality in the accordion 
and vibraphone against the Barpeggio of the baritone ( C ). The interplay ends at  D , at 
which point the baritone speaks the remaining lines. This coincides with the saxophone playing 
an unrelated D minor scale, which I use to highlight the baritone’s loss of thought (“I cannot find 
the words…Where has the time gone?”). By this point, the baritone has entered the stage, which 
acts as the point of presentation of the song’s character to the audience. This introduction of the 
character occurs after the forte climax in the ensemble at  B .  
 
2. The Cat 
 As mentioned earlier, “The Cat” is one of two interluding songs with a rough ABAB’ 
form. In this case, the A section consists of the “cat” motif (Figure 3b). In the first A section (m. 
1 to 21), the baritone takes on the part of the cat while the piano plays the motif. The “human” 
theme is interspersed in the other instruments, either as the melody itself or in an Emajor 
tonality. The B section consists of chromatic restatements of the “cat motif.” For example, m. 21 
to 24 have the motif occurring twice at different pitches but with the same intervals (G-F-D-C 
at m. 22 and D-C-A-G at m. 24). The two sections of the piece are also distinguished by 
their two tempo markings (“vigorous” for A, and “brooding” for B). In addition, the baritone 
primarily sings non-pitched material in A and only pitches in B.  
 The second iteration of B occurs at m. 55, which progresses the song to its ending. At m. 
59, the “cat” motif slightly modifies to A harmonic minor (A-G-F-E), which introduces a 
contrasting style to the Emajor polka in the accordion. This section progresses to the coda at 
m. 71, which fully articulates the “human” theme. 
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3. The World 
 “The World” generally follows a through-composed, cumulative form, similar to “The 
Words.” The structure of the song mainly consists of the introduction of themes/motifs that 
develop continually into the final climax in “IV. The Stars.” Overall, the song starts with quiet, 
directionless chromaticism that progresses as the TWNBAY theme becomes increasingly 
revealed, replacing the chromaticism with louder note clusters and stronger reiterations of the 
main themes. 
I. The Li 
 I wrote the introductory saxophone line to be generally directionless in pitch and rhythm. 
The lack of musical direction in the saxophone line brings more attention to the tonal TWNBAY 
motif, when it is first introduced in the saxophone at m. 7 and in the vibraphone at m. 14. 
Throughout the section, the ensemble interacts with the baritone in a call-and-response, with 
individual instruments playing in unison with the singer. I find that this lack of pitch direction 
complements the lyrics (“Everyone tells me…She tells me to quit fucking up”), which suggest 
that the speaker relies on direction from others.  
II. The E 
 “The E” refers to the eagle in the corner of the World tarot card, but also refers to the 
extended syllable in the baritone’s lyrics, “easy.” This section acts to introduce the ensemble 
tutti, which uses non-pitched percussion. The unison rhythm of the piano and accordion are used 
for a cluster-like effect, although the major 7th interval in the accordion also acts as a bridge to 
the major 7th in the “TWNBAY” motif. The tutti ends at m. 31 with all musicians repeating their 
measure indefinitely; the conductor decides when to move to the next measure. The vibraphone 
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also reiterates the “World” theme at m. 36 (Figure 1c), which becomes the main material for the 
next section.  
 
III. The Bull 
 Mm. 39 to 61 consist of an interplay between the “World” theme and the “TWNBAY” 
motif (in F major). The “TWNBAY” theme moves to the piano in m. 52 which progresses to the 
ensemble tutti in m. 62, with low timpani as the percussion. The “words” theme in the chimes 
acts as the bridge into the final section. 
IV. The Stars 
 The final section consists of the chords changes from “There Will Never Be Another You” 
(a double bassist may optionally enter the stage to emulate a jazz combo). Over the chords, the 
baritone’s lyrics are a parody of “Stella by Starlight,” of which this section is the namesake. The 
conductor cues the rest of the ensemble to play previous material in m. 89 and m. 96, which act 
as a cluster-like effect. In the two measures prior to m. 112, the ensemble devolves into chaos, 
during which the baritone motions them to stop. The end of the piece then gives a final iteration 
of “There will never be another you.” 
 
4. The Artichoke 
 “The Artichoke” consists of an ABAB’ form, similar to “The Cat.” The second stanza is 
used as a recurring B section (“It was from the grand basket…To be enlisted is an honor!”). 
Harmonically, the piece consists of several superimposed tonalities, with Bmajor acting as the 
central tonality. For example, the piano has dotted eighth rhythms, consisting of a bitonality of  
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Bmajor against F major (m. 14). In addition to note clusters, this use of multiple tonalities 
has the effect of focusing the listener towards the Bmajor scale.  
  
 
5. The Words 
 “The Words” is the final song, as well as the conclusion to the narrative arc in “The Time” 
and “The World.” There are two components of progression in this song: the addition of pitches 
from scales around the circle of fifths, and the subtraction of pitches from the “Words” theme. 
The harmony in the beginning measures consists of the E major “Time” theme, under which a 
low A drone renders the harmony less stable. Beginning squarely in E major, the music 
progresses by adding pitches from scales in the circle of fifths (i.e. adding sharps). For example, 
m. 5 introduces an A, which is borrowed from the B major scale. This process is not in exact 
order of the circle, as B (from C major) is the next pitch in m. 7, coming before E (from F
 major) in m. 10. This progression climaxes at m. 17, finishing the cycle at E(in the piano 
left hand). Meanwhile, the baritone and ensemble interact in a call-and-response of the “Words” 
theme. As the melody progresses, I remove pitches from the theme, starting from the fourth 
pitch. This has the effect of making the phrases feel shorter, as well as building toward the lone 
pitch of G. Coinciding with the Etonality in the piano at m. 17, the baritone’s G becomes 












Songs about Words 
For Baritone and Mixed Ensemble 
 
















Songs about Words 
This piece was premiered and recorded on December 8, 2019 at Butler University. I would like 
to personally thank Seth David for performing as baritone and pianist. I also extend my thanks to 
the following ensemble members who helped in realizing the music: Ben Blackketter, Alexandro 









Double Bass (optional) 
 
Percussion: (1 player) 
Drumset 
Glockenspiel 
Ride Cymbal (with cello bow) 
Snare Drum 









Throughout the songs, performers will be asked to play their material for undeterminated (i.e. 
non-metered) lengths of time. Read the instructions carefully. For any further inquiry, consult the 
conductor or composer (if no longer alive, do not consult his family or friends). The following 













1. Bracketed measures indicate that performers play and repeat the bracketed material as many times as 
possible over the given length of time. Continue doing so until the end of the arrow (the conductor 



















3. Indeterminate notes: Follow the general contours of a series of indeterminate notes. X’s indicate that 
any note can be played, but should generally be percussive. For baritone, triangle notes indicate that 
the pitch should be played as written, with little regard for a good quality tone. 
 
 
            
 
 












5.  Conductor will cue the performer when to begin this measure. In addition, they will cue the 








Text by Justin Hung 
 
 
1. The Time 
Don’t go too far, because... 
I cannot find the words 
I will wait for you, but… 
Where has the time gone? 
 
 






Your paws touch the ground, wary of grime 
and…birds! 
Because, all is too gross for the cat 
 






We tame the cat, or so we think… 
But we are your master 
But am I not your family? 
But I am your friend! 
…your slave? 
 
The cat is nothing but a cat,  
the cat only  
wants to be a cat 
I don’t trust the cat,  
I don’t know the cat. 
From cat tail to cat whiskers, to cat dreams, 
What does a cat, in all their nine lives,  







3. The World 
 
I. The Li 
Everyone tells me to go outside 
He says to clean my room 
“Be a busy bee” 
She tells me to quit fucking up. 
 
II. The E 
Everyone tells me to take it easy 
 
III. The Bull 
Everyone tells me to say what I mean 
that I am just a fly on the wall 
Bull! 
You tell me to talk? But when I try to talk, I 
attempt to talk, but I can’t think to talk, 
because you say all my talk sounds like tick-
tock from a clock, but don’t you dare say I 
never gave a fuck! 
 
IV. The Stars 
Everyone is always picking at my music 
With their eyes and their fingers 
Some song I robbed and sang 
The murmur of a brook 
 
But they mean nothing on this earth to me, 
Stella 
You were everything on this earth to me 
You turned your back! 
Remember those ripples through a rock 
where two lovers hide? 
No! 
This isn’t a dream! This isn’t a goddamn 
dream! 
 
Stella by starlight! 
Such a great symphonic theme 
 
Stella! I’m afraid of the world. 
 6 
I always feel like someone is gonna say 
something 
that they’re looking at me, that I’m just 
gonna piss them off 
I see stars everytime, these bright yellow 
lights, and they only get brighter and 
brighter until I can’t see… at least that’s 
what I say to myself 
The truth is…I just get angry 
I’m really good at 
lying to myself 
I just wish I knew that before… 
well, you always were a good teacher 




4. The Artichoke 
Little soldiers at the street fair 
Farmers in white are their field marshals 
Closed ranks of artichokes 
 
It was from the grand basket 
They all marched off 
To the market 
to fulfill their dream 
The militia! 
To be enlisted is an honor! 
 
The artichoke was armed for battle 
furnished in petal armor 
And one could hear the entire platoon 
singing: 
 
“Stand up my vegetation 
Ye roasted of the hearth 
For now is our salvation 
artichokes shall win the earth!” 
 
My wife picks up the artichoke 
with no fear 
like a hen’s fresh egg 
In the kitchen 
she trims his petals 
she cuts off his stem 
and she drops the artichoke 
into the boiling pot 
and so ends the life of the purple-medaled 
artichoke 
Tonight 
We eat the paste of his purple heart 
 
 
5. The Words 
Can you hear me? 
I can’t find the 
 
 
 
 



























